
Invest in Ukraine  
Recently EUEA encountered many requests on finding starting 
from where to get money for RES and EE initiatives to specific 
how-to questions. 

As a forward to the EUEA Investment Forum this issue’s cover 
theme will be dedicated to the investments in fields of RES and 
EE. We offer you to check European Renewable Energy Investor 
Landscape and read our Expert’s opinion on the situation in 
Ukraine.  

Expert’s Opinion: Naum Rikshpun, EUEA Board 
Member, Partner, Traficon, Ukraine 
The RES sector in Ukraine is now experiencing the most 
challenging and dynamic period in its brief history. The energy 
reform that has been so much touted and talked about in the 
recent years has, in view of the recent events, become a 
necessity and a massive initial effort on both public and private 
level and bringing it about seems to finally be on the way.  There 
are many initiatives in the area, especially in the district heating 
sector, that are now being developed by both government 
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EUEA attended 
European Security 
Forum in Brussels 

On 26 September the forum 
gathered the leading experts, 
officials and politicians, top-
managers of organizations and 
companies from all sectors of 
renewable energy to discuss 
how the latest geopolitical 
event put on the agenda the 
revision of the state policy, 
supporting and financing 
mechanisms for accelerating 
renewables development. 
More HERE. 

EUEA took part in 
Export to EU Forum 
in Uzhgorod 

19 of September EUEA took 
part in Export to EU Forum 
presenting the Power Market of 
Ukraine and Power Export 
Opportunities. 

EUEA members 
spoke at Energy 
Forum in 
Zaporizhzhya 

More information is available 
HERE. (UA)  
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bodies and private companies. Many international players, 
which previously were quite weary of Ukraine due to the political 
environment, now finally see the opportunity as outweighing the 
risks and are ready to enter the market. Furthermore, there have 
been many declarations of support for the reform from foreign 
governments and private institutions.  

“Another significant challenge 
more often lies in the poor 
legal and financial structuring 
of the projects being 
developed.  As a result, it is 
often impossible to fund the 
projects through international 
sources whereas Ukrainian 
sources of long-term capital 
are almost non-existent”. 

!
TRAFICON is an independent company providing advisory and consulting 
services since 2005. The company´s main focus is within the CEE region. It 
operates from its headquarters in Prague, Czech Republic with partners and 
offices in Austria, Slovakia, Poland, Turkey and Ukraine. Alternative and 
renewable energy is one of the company’s main areas of specialisation. Traficon 
works with clients to provide a wide range of financial and strategic services: 
mergers and acquisitions, asset/company sale, expansion capital sourcing, 
project finance and corporate restructuring. 

With municipal gas quota being cut by up to 40% for the 
upcoming heating season, quick action to move from gas to 
alternative energy sources is essential to the country’s stability 
and development.  At the same time, important changes to the 
energy law, which will reduce local content requirements and 
secure sustainable tariffs for energy produced from alternative 
sources have yet to be made due to ongoing political infighting.  
In view of the upcoming Parliament elections, it is not likely now 
that these changes will be implemented until the end of 2014 at 
the earliest however being discussed since the beginning of this 
year.  This creates a considerable barrier to investment in the 
sector and causes significant delays in actual reform 
implementation. Therefore, I think the first priority for all those 
involved in the RES sector is to find any way possible to 
influence the government to bring about the essential 
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EUEA 

EUEA is an independent non-
profit organisation open to all 
stakeholders in the Ukrainian 
Energy Efficiency (EE) and 
Renewable Energy (RE) sectors 
who want to work constructively 
with like-minded members to 
contribute to the gainful and 
transparent development of 
these markets in Ukraine, through 
the promotion of fair and 
sustainable business practice, 
raising of public awareness of 
energy issues, and by influencing 
government energy policy.  

WHY JOIN  EUEA 

Contact us: 

office@euea-energyagency.org 

European-Ukrainian Energy 
Agency 

BC Eurasia, 75 Zhylyanska street, 
5th floor, Kyiv, 01032, Ukraine 

Tel.: + 38.044.390.5533 
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legislative changes that will make RES projects sustainable and protect foreign investment in the sector 
excluding the retrospective effects.  

Another significant challenge more often lies in the poor legal and financial structuring of the projects 
being developed.  As a result, it is often impossible to fund the projects through international sources 
whereas Ukrainian sources of long-term capital are almost non-existent. This, in my opinion, requires both 
education of project owners by funding institutions as well as a strong, ongoing cooperation between 
project owners, consultants and international funding institutions to make the projects financeable.  Most 
importantly, financing institutions have to become much more active and flexible and be willing to 
allocate early stage development funds. Traditional approach of waiting for financeable projects to 
appear will simply not work in Ukraine.   

Having said this, I am more optimistic about the RES sector in Ukraine then ever and think that we are 
witnessing the beginning of a new very exciting time in this as in many other spheres.   

Most importantly, there is a lot to do and no time to loose and we all must move from talking to working 
together and acting quickly! 

To sum up all the above we offer you a quote  
Thomas Schnorrenberg, IR and PR Manager at Capital Stage:  

“We are active in Germany, Italy, and France. We love those markets because they all have feed in tariff 
and are politically stable, meaning we don’t expect retroactive changes like we saw in Spain. This is the 
worst thing an investor could imagine”. 

!
Key RES and EE Investment Factors for Ukraine 
Where shall we start to improve the investment climate?  What would be more beneficial for the sector: 
private capital vs. IFO’s loans? 

Let us know what you think our LinkedIn Group under the “Newsletter “discussion. 

Truly yours, EUEA  

!
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Biomass / Biogas 

12 August - First pig farm in Ukraine received "green" tariff  Read HERE (UA) 

Ukrainian agricultural company "Danosha" has the biogas installation in Ivano-Frankivsk region of Ukraine. 
While financial planning the it was expected that this project would receive "green" tariff for production of 
electricity from biogas. After a year of  bureaucratic procedures, successful completion of the registration 
was completed on July 7, 2014. 

!
Hydro Energy 

26 August - Scotland to build the world's largest tidal power generator   Read HERE 
(RU) 

Tidal power plant is to be built in a global project MeyGen, constructed in Strait Pentland Firth, will provide 
175,000 homes with electricity, and about a hundred working places are to be created to run the station. 

!
Solar Energy 

27 August - South Korea will launch the world's first floating solar plant   Read HERE 
(RU) 

Solkiss is completing the construction first floating rotating solar power. About 1,600 electricity generating 
panels are installed on the 8-edged floating 7500 square meters platform. Experimental power plant will 
be 465 kW, which is enough to provide electricity for homes of 250 families. 

12 August - Record-Breaking Solar Car Can Travel 98 Miles on 15 Cents Worth of 
Electricity   Read HERE 

The Shell Eco-Marathon challenges collegiate teams from around the world to make their electric vehicles 
travel as far as possible using the energy equivalent of one liter of fuel, and this year 198 teams from 27 
countries across Europe participated in the competition. 

!
Energy Efficiency  

20 August - Researchers have proposed a method of transmitting energy through 
the air Read HERE (RU) 
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Physicists from the United States and Germany have come up with a technique that could potentially 
transmit electrical discharge at a distance of ten meters. Their findings can be found at the University of 
Arizona web-site. For transmission of electrical discharge, scientists used a system of two electrodes and a 
femtosecond laser. The laser created a thin plasma column between the two electrodes. 

!
EU and Energy Community Policy 

11 September - EC names new energy chiefs  Read HERE 

The European Commission has made two new appointments to help deliver its vision for the continent’s 
energy future. Former Slovenian premier Alenka Bratusek is now vice president and commissioner-
designate for energy union while Spanish minister Miguel Arias Canete is European commissioner-
designate for energy and climate action. Parliamentary hearings for the new College of Commissioners 
are expected to commence on the week beginning  September 29. 

9  September - Canada and  EU make deal on security, energy and Arctic issues  
Read HERE 

Canada and the European Union have completed negotiations on a strategic partnership agreement on 
global issues including security, energy and the Arctic. Catherine Ashton, the High Representative of the 
EU for Foreign Affairs said it would also contribute to deepening ties on energy, arctic, science and 
technology. The agreement is the first of its kind between the EU and a G7 nation. 

8 September - Secretariat submits Third Package compliant Electricity Law to 
Ukraine  Read HERE 

Following its submission of the draft gas law in April, the Secretariat submitted today to the Ukrainian 
Ministry of Energy and Coal Industry, a draft electricity law that would, if adopted, transpose the Third 
Energy Package in the electricity sector. The draft is to serve as the basis for discussion with all stakeholders. 
The Secretariat also reaffirmed its commitment to assist the Ukrainian authorities in the carrying out of its 
commitments under the Energy Community Treaty to implement the Third Energy Package by 1 January 
2015. 

4 September - EU prepares powers to deal with Russian winter gas cut  Read HERE 

The European Union is preparing to take action to secure gas supplies this winter if its biggest supplier, 
Russia, cuts exports due to the crisis in Ukraine, a draft document seen by Reuters showed. The measures 
could include making use of existing powers to ban companies from selling liquefied natural gas (LNG) 
tanker cargoes outside Europe, keep more gas in reserve, and order industry to stop using gas. 

!
!
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Project Financing   

26 August - Denmark intends to allocate $ 3 million to enhance energy efficiency in 
Ukraine Read HERE (RU) 

Denmark intends to allocate $ 3 million to enhance energy efficiency in Ukraine. It was said by Dmitry 
Shymkiv, Deputy head of the Presidential Administration on the briefing. "Now Denmark is intended to 
forward approximately $ 3 million for the creation of the Ukrainian-Danish Commission, a team that would 
work for energy efficiency developments in the country," - said Shymkiv. 

12 August - EIB ready to finance energy efficiency of Ukrainian universities Read 
HERE (UA) 

The European Investment Bank (EIB) intends to finance equipping Ukrainian higher educational 
establishments with energy-saving technologies. This was stated by the press service of the Ministry of 
Education and Science. According to the ministerial note, the first project will involve seven universities that 
went through the necessary stages of preparation. In addition, representatives of the EIB announced the 
possibility of establishing a similar project for vocational schools (colleges)  immediately after starting the 
program for the university. 

!
7 August - Ukrainian residential EE financing facility (UREEF) Read HERE 

The EBRD is considering establishing the Ukrainian Residential Energy Efficiency Financing Facility 
(“UREEFF”) in the amount of up to $100 million. The funds will be made available to Participating Financial 
Institutions (“PFIs”) in Ukraine for on-lending to eligible private sector sub-borrowers for sustainable energy 
investments in the residential sector. The credit line will be also complemented by Donor funds to support 
the implementation of Technical Cooperation (“TC”) and non-TC incentive mechanism of the Facility. 
Potential identified donors include: CTF, Eastern European Energy Efficiency and Environmental 
Partnership (“E5P”), the German Federal Ministry for Environment, Nature Conservation, Building and 
Nuclear Safety (“BMUB”), and EBRD-Ukraine Stabilisation and Sustainable Growth Multi-Donor Account. 

!
Energy Strategy of Ukraine  

24 September - Government is to encourage the transition from gas to alternative 
fuel tariffs  Read HERE (UA) 

Government adopted a decree "On stimulating the replacement of natural gas while electric power 
generation for institutions and organizations financed from the state and local budgets”. The decree 
provides for simplification of tariff for the production of thermal energy from other fuels supplied to the 
public sector. Its essence lies in the “equal treatment tariff” for heat energy produced from imported natural 
gas and the tariff for heat energy generated using other types of fuel and energy sources. According to the 
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decree in case of imported natural gas price change the government guarantees return on investment to 
the private investor through revision of tariffs for heat energy generated from other fuels.  

4  September - Ministry of Economic Development advocated the abolition of taxes 
on imports of electric vehicles  Read HERE (RU) 

According to the Deputy Minister it will allow to significantly reduce the deficit of Ukraine's balance of 
payments by reducing the consumption of petroleum products in the nearest future. “The oil component 
provided 40% of our negative balance of payments, meaning that UAH exchange rate would be different 
if there is no significant impact of petroleum products component," - said Kachur, noting that last year the 
consumption of petroleum products in Ukraine amounted to about $ 20 billion. At the same time, a 
representative of an investment and consulting group "Astarte-Tanit" Kyrylo Krivolap reported that 10% of 
electric vehicles in Ukraine would be able to reduce the import of petroleum products at $ 1.5 billion. 
annually. 

20 August - Cabinet appointed Mr. Savchuk to lead SAEE Read HERE (RU) 

Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine appointed Sergiy Savchuk as a Chairman of the State Agency for Energy 
Efficiency and Energy Saving of Ukraine (SAEE). This is stated in a government number 758-r dated 
August 20, 2014. Legal notice is not published at the CMU’s web-site yet. SAEE is part of an executive 
power and provides implementation of state policy in the field of efficient use of energy resources, energy 
efficiency, renewable energy and alternative fuels. 

15 August - NERC amended its Regulation on international grid connections Read 
HERE (UA) 

The basis for drafting NERC regulation "On approval of the electronic auctions on capacity of the 
interstate grid distribution" is the implementation of the Law of Ukraine "On the Principles of the electricity 
market of Ukraine." The purpose of the project is to bring NERC’s legal framework in accordance with the 
applicable law. Commission disclosed the  Draft Resolution on 19/05/2014.  As the result of the expert 
comments and suggestions of the parties the Commission had amended the Draft Resolution. 

13 August - Crimea will be connected to the integrated power system of Russia in 
2017  Read HERE (RU. Quality Alert!) 

Crimean energy system will be connected to a single power supply system of the Russian Federation in 
2017, when the peninsula will obtain new generating capacity.  "Target time for the connection to the 
Unified Energy System of Russia is 2017.  At the same time, by mid-2017, d the generating facilities in 
Simferopol and Sevastopol should be constructed"- said Oleg Saveliev, Russian Minister of Crimean 
Affairs.  According to Savelyev, all the integration issues will become responsibility of the Federal Grid 
Company with its subsidiaries.  Minister of Crimea noted that federal target program for the development 
of Crimea and Sevastopol until 2020 primarily provides for the development of the energy sector. 
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12 August - Ministry of Regional Development recommends that citizens consult the 
utilities companies while transition to electric boilers and heaters Read HERE (RU) 

Ministry of Regional Development, Construction and Housing and Communal Services (Regional 
Development) recommends that the Ukrainian citizens in case of a decision to  use of household electrical 
appliances water boilers and heaters consult the energy suppliers on the possibility to do so. Such 
recommendations, in order to avoid possible accidents due to increased load on the grid because of the 
massive transition to electric boilers and heaters were announced by Gregory Semchuk, Deputy Ministry 
of Regional Development at a briefing during the hotline call of the Cabinet of Ministers. 

5  August - Ukraine, Japan sign joint statement on cooperation in energy sector Read 
HERE 

The Japan Coal Energy Center (JCOAL) and the Energy and Coal Industry Ministry of Ukraine on Aug. 5 
signed a joint statement on comprehensive cooperation in the energy sector to strengthen Ukraine's 
energy independence. T.Motegi also announced its intention to resume negotiations with Ukraine on the 
investment proposals and to make progress on this issue before the end of this year. "Starting next week, 
we will send a new delegation to Ukraine", - he said. 

Upcoming Events 

7 October - EUEA Investment Forum, Kyiv Read HERE 

Mark your calendar! EUEA is pleased to invite your company to  to learn more on investing opportunities 
for RES and EE projects in Ukraine.  You will have an opportunity to interact with the representatives of 
international donor organizations and financial institutions that are ready to place a deal. 

14-15 October - 6th International Renewable Energy & Energy Efficiency Forum in 
Ukraine Read HERE 

Apart from a highly topical programme covering more than 60 reports and presentations of the best 
industry experts and key market players, REF-2014 Kyiv will also run a branch exhibition where a variety of 
services and equipment from the leading companies both foreign and Ukrainian will be presented. A 
separate part of REF-2014 Kyiv exposition is named “Secure heating season 2014-2015” and will be 
related to the decisions, equipment and fuel necessary to guarantee a viable upcoming heating season. 

19-21 November - RENEXPO® SOUTH-EAST EUROPE – Faces Challenges and 
Supports Clean Energy in 2014 Read HERE  

RENEXPO® SOUTH-EAST EUROPE, the biggest and most important event on renewable energy and 
energy efficiency in Romania comes back in 2014 with the 7th edition between the 19th - 21st of 
November to the Palace Hall in Bucharest. RENEXPO® SOLAR, RENEXPO® WIND, RENEXPO® 
HYDROPOWER, RENEXPO® BIO&CO and RENEXPO® ENERGY EFFICIENCY will bring again for three 
days under the same roof experts and key persons in the sector.
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